Truncated CD200 stimulates tumor immunity leading to fewer lung metastases in a novel Wistar rat metastasis model.
CD200 mediates immunosuppression in immune cells that express its receptor, CD200R. There are two CD200 variants; truncated CD200 that lacks the part of N-terminal sequence necessary for CD200R binding (CD200S) and full-length CD200 (CD200L). We established a novel lung metastasis model by subcutaneously transplanting C6 glioma cells into the backs of neonatal Wistar rats. All transplanted rats developed large back tumors, nearly 90% of which bore lung metastases. To compare the effects of CD200S and CD200L on tumor immunity, CD200L (C6-L)- or CD200S (C6-S)-expressing C6 cells were similarly transplanted. The results showed that 100% of rats with C6-L tumors developed lung metastases, while metastases were found in only 44% of rats with C6-S tumors (n = 25). Tumors disappeared in approximately 20% of the C6-S-bearing rats, and these animals evaded death 180 d after transplantation, while all C6-L tumor-bearing rats died after 45 d. Next generation sequencing revealed that C6-S tumors expressed chemokines and granzyme B at much higher levels than C6-L tumors. Flow cytometry revealed that C6-S tumors contained more dead cells and more CD45+ cells, including natural killer cells and CD8+ lymphocytes. In particular, multiple subsets of dendritic cells expressing CD11c, MHC class II, CD8, and/or CD103 were more abundant in C6-S than in C6-L tumors. These results suggested that CD200S induced the accumulation of multiple dendritic cell subsets that activated cytotoxic T lymphocytes, leading to the elimination of metastasizing tumor cells.